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The packaging of eukaryotic genomes into nucleosomes plays critical roles in chromatin organization and gene regulation. Studies in Saccharomyces cerevisiae indicate that nucleosome occupancy is partially encoded by intrinsic antinucleosomal DNA sequences, such as poly(A) sequences, as well as by binding sites for trans-acting factors that can evict nucleosomes, such as Rebl and the Rsc3/30 complex. Here, we use genome-wide nucleosome occupancy maps in 13 Ascomycota fungi to discover large-scale evolutionary reprogramming of both intrinsic and trans determinants of chromatin structure. We find that poly(G)s act as intrinsic antinucleosomal sequences, comparable to the known function of poly(A)s, but that the abundance of poly(G)s has diverged greatly between species, obscuring their antinucleosomal effect in low-poly(G) species such as S. cerevisiae. We also develop a computational method that uses nucleosome occupancy maps for discovering trans-acting general regulatory factor (GRF) binding sites. Our approach reveals that the specific sequences bound by GRFs have diverged substantially across evolution, corresponding to a number of major evolutionary transitions in the repertoire of GRFs. We experimentally validate a proposed evolutionary transition from Cbf1 as a major GRF in pre-whole-genome duplication (WGD) yeasts to Reb1 in post-WGD yeasts. We further show that the mating type switch-activating protein Sap1 is a GRF in S. pombe, demonstrating the general applicability of our approach. Our results reveal that the underlying mechanisms that determine in vivo chromatin organization have diverged and that comparative genomics can help discover new determinants of chromatin organization.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]
large-scale evolutionary reprogramming in the determinants of chromatin organization and use it to discover new intrinsic and trans-regulated nucleosome positioning sequences. We find that poly(G) tracts act intrinsically to direct nucleosome depletion in a manner analogous to poly(A) tracts. In addition, by identifying sequences that are specifically nucleosome-depleted in vivo but not in vitro, we computationally infer the putative binding motifs for GRFs, two of which we validate experimentally. Together, these results provide a broad perspective on the relationship between genome evolution and chromatin establishment, and provide a model system for understanding the mechanistic basis for GRF function.

**Results**

Conservation and divergence in nucleosome positioning sequences

To study the evolution of sequence characteristics underlying nucleosome occupancy across organisms, we used genome-wide nucleosome position maps in 13 Ascomycota species (Fig. 1A), generated by Illumina sequencing of mononucleosomal DNA isolated from mid-log cultures. For each species' chromatin map, we determined the normalized nucleosome occupancy per base pair, correcting for differences in sequencing depth and MNase digestion level (see Methods). In order to investigate the sequence characteristics underlying nucleosome-DNA interactions, we calculated the extent of relative nucleosome depletion over all 7-mer sequences (see Methods) in the genome of each species (Fig. 1B).

We found substantial conservation in the degree of nucleosome depletion over most sequences, with some notable exceptions. Most (89%) 7-mers varied little (variance <0.5) in their nucleosome depletion across all species (7.3% expected by chance, Binomial P < 10^{-100}, Methods). AT-rich, intrinsic nucleosome sequences (Drew and Travers 1985; Iyer and Struhl 1995; Sekinger et al. 2005; Kaplan et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2009) were highly depleted of nucleosomes in vivo (see Methods). In addition, most species with abundant long poly(G) sequences (Drew and Travers 1985; Iyer and Struhl 1995), suggesting that poly(G)s may function for poly(A) as an antinucleosomal sequence (Drew and Travers 1985; Iyer and Struhl 1995), were strongly depleted in vivo in some of our species, with poly(A)s being more abundant in most species, including S. castellii (Supplemental Table 2). While it may appear counter-intuitive that nucleosome depletion across an intrinsic sequence can vary between species, this may be due to the fact that G7 can occur as part of a longer (G8, G9, etc.) tract, and hence, the average depletion over G7 sequences partially reflects the distribution of longer poly(G) elements in the genome of interest. Indeed, most species with abundant long poly(G) sequences (S. bayanus, C. glabrata, S. castellii) exhibit strong nucleosome depletion over G7 sequences. The two exceptions [Y. lipolytica and C. albicans, which carry many poly(G) elements that are not particularly nucleosome depleted in vivo], most likely result from in vivo regulation of poly(G) expression (see below). Finally, the overall abundance of long poly(A) and poly(G) sequences at promoters is positively correlated with the median NFR widths in all species (R = 0.735, P = 0.0028) (Fig. 1G). Specifically, species with fewer intrinsic antinucleosomal sequences, such as Kluyveromyces waltii, have shorter NFRs on average. Thus, the genome composition of intrinsic antinucleosomal sequences can impact global characteristics of a species’ chromatin organization.

**PolyGs act as global intrinsic antinucleosomal sequences**

Among the differentially depleted 7-mers, poly(G)-rich sequences (Fig. 1B, purple bar), such as GGGGGGG (G7), were strongly depleted of nucleosomes in vivo in some of the species (e.g., S. bayanus, S. castellii, C. glabrata, D. hansenii), but not in the model organism S. cerevisiae and its closest relatives (Fig. 1B,C). Classic studies on the HIS3 promoter showed that poly(G) can substitute for poly(A) as an antinucleosomal sequence (Drew and Travers 1985; Iyer and Struhl 1995), suggesting that poly(G)s may function as global intrinsic antinucleosomal sequences. Supporting this hypothesis, we found that G7 is nucleosome depleted when C. albicans genomic DNA is assembled into nucleosomes in vitro (Fig. 1C; Field et al. 2009). In vitro nucleosome depletion over both poly(G)s and poly(A)s scales with homopolymeric run length (Fig. 1D). Interestingly, nucleosome depletion increases with length to a slightly greater extent over poly(G)s than over poly(A)s (Fig. 1D), suggesting that poly(G)s may repel nucleosomes more efficiently.

In vivo, poly(G) elements were highly depleted of nucleosomes in a number of yeast species in a phylogenetically coherent way (Fig. 1C,F). Poly(G)s of various lengths were significantly depleted of nucleosomes in three species that diverged successively post-WGD (S. castellii, the human pathogen C. glabrata, and S. bayanus). Poly(G)s were also depleted in C. albicans (Fig. 1F), although the extent of nucleosome depletion was much greater in vitro than in vivo, suggesting that trans-acting factor(s) may play an active role in occluding poly(G) tracts in vivo in this species.

The evolutionary changes in the relative dominance of poly(A) or poly(G) tracts as antinucleosomal sequences may be related to larger trends in the evolution of genome sequence composition. The abundance of poly(A) and poly(G) sequences of various lengths varies considerably across the 13 genomes (Fig. 1E; Supplemental Table 1), especially at intergenic regions. Furthermore, the presence of G7 and A7 sequences in NFRs varies significantly between species, with poly(A)s being more abundant in most species, including C. albicans (Supplemental Table 2). While it may appear that the evolutionary changes in the relative dominance of poly(A) or poly(G) tracts as antinucleosomal sequences may be related to larger trends in the evolution of genome sequence composition.

**Identifying motifs for trans-acting chromatin regulators**

Other novel sequences were nucleosome depleted in some of our species in vivo, but not in either the S. cerevisiae or the C. albicans in vitro reconstitutions (Fig. 1B), suggesting that they are binding sites for trans-acting regulators. Previous studies in S. cerevisiae (Yarragudi et al. 2007; Kaplan et al. 2008; Clapier and Cairns 2009) and our own analysis across 12 species (Tsankov et al. 2010) have confirmed that such sequences can correspond to binding sites for known general regulatory factors (GRFs), such as Reb1 (Fig. 1B, orange; Badis et al. 2008; Zhu et al. 2009), and the Rsc3/30 components of the Rsc chromatin remodeling complex (Fig. 1B, green; Badis et al. 2008; Clapier and Cairns 2009; Zhu et al. 2009).

To systematically identify binding sites of GRFs, we developed a new computational procedure (Fig. 2A; see Methods). In the first step, our method clusters nucleosome-depleted 7-mers based on sequence similarity. In the next step, it finds a parsimonious number of position specific scoring matrices (PSSMs) that represent consensus DNA-binding sequences for potential GRFs. This pro-
Figure 1. (Legend on next page)
cEDURE automatically predicts the correct (known) PSSMs of GRFs in *S. cerevisiae*, including Reb1 and Rsc3/30 (Fig. 2A).

We uncovered several novel candidate GRF binding sites that act in one or more species, but not in the model organism *S. cerevisiae* (Fig. 2B–F; Supplemental Table 3). We focus on three main findings: (1) the CACGTGA motif (Fig. 2B) that serves as the binding site for Cbf1 in *S. cerevisiae* and *C. albicans* (Harbison et al. 2004; Badis et al. 2008; Hogues et al. 2008; Zhu et al. 2009) and is strongly nucleosome depleted in a subset of pre-WGD species; (2) two PSSMs associated with nucleosome depletion only in *Y. lipolytica* (Fig. 2D,E), and one in *C. albicans* (Fig. 2C); and (3) a PSSM from *S. pombe* similar to the binding site for Sap1, a protein involved in DNA replication and recombination (Fig. 2F).

**Cbf1 acts as a global GRF in *C. albicans***

We first tested our hypothesis that Cbf1 is a GRF in a pre-WGD species, but not in a post-WGD species. We began by ruling out several alternative hypotheses for depletion over CACGTGA sequences in pre-WGD species. First, we found that the binding site CACGTGA is similarly depleted of nucleosomes in *S. cerevisiae* grown in glucose (above) and in ethanol (Kaplan et al. 2008), where Cbf1 up-regulates regulation genes (Fig. 3A; Lavoie et al. 2010). Thus, nucleosome depletion in pre-WGD species is not simply a consequence of the higher expression of regulation genes in these species (Conant and Wolfe 2007). Second, the nucleosome depletion over CACGTGA sequences in pre-WGD species could have been an artifact of genome organization if these motifs were located in these species closer to intrinsic antinucleosomal sequences, such as poly(A) or poly(G). However, Cbf1 sites were nucleosome occupied in the in vivo data from *C. albicans*, but were nucleosome depleted in vivo, ruling out this possibility (Fig. 3A).

Finally, we noted that several related *S. cerevisiae* proteins, including Cbf1, Pho4, Rtg3, and Yte7, bind variants of the CACGTGA motif (Badis et al. 2008; Zhu et al. 2009). In order to determine whether Cbf1 or some other protein acts as a GRF specifically in pre-WGD species, we therefore measured nucleosome positions across the genome in *S. cerevisiae* and *C. albicans* strains lacking Cbf1 (Fig. 3; Biswas et al. 2003; Lavoie et al. 2010). We chose *C. albicans* over other pre-WGD species (which exhibit an even more prominent role for Cbf1), since it is a conservative test of our hypothesis, and since strong GRF proteins are often essential, complicating genetic analysis.

Our data show that Cbf1 significantly affects promoter nucleosome occupancy in *C. albicans*, but much less so in *S. cerevisiae*. First, in *C. albicans*, Cbf1 sites are enriched within the NFRs that become most occluded when comparing occupancy between a cbf1Δ strain and the wild-type (Fig. 3B). Such changes are much weaker in *S. cerevisiae* (Supplemental Fig. 1A). Second, in *C. albicans*, the only two 7-mers that become substantially occluded in the cbf1Δ strain compared with the wild-type are the experimentally validated binding sites for Cbf1 (Hogues et al. 2008; Lavoie et al. 2010), CACGTGA and ACGTGAC (Fig. 3C, blue squares). In contrast, nucleosome occupancy of no particular 7-mer was substantially affected by CBF1 deletion in *S. cerevisiae* (Fig. 3D). Finally, average nucleosome occupancy across all intergenic CACGTGA occurrences increases by 67% in the cbf1Δ strain in *C. albicans* (paired t-test P = 4 × 10^−45) (Fig. 3E; Supplemental Fig. 1C) compared with a much smaller, albeit significant increase of 19% in *S. cerevisiae* (paired t-test P = 5 × 10^−58; Supplemental Fig. 1B,D). Together, these results confirm that Cbf1 functions globally as a GRF in *C. albicans* through the binding site CACGTGA, and has largely lost this function in *S. cerevisiae*.

**Antagonistic relationship between GRFs and antinucleosomal sequences**

Interestingly, GC-rich 7-mers become significantly depleted of nucleosomes when Cbf1 is removed (Fig. 3C), and poly(G) elements are remarkably more nucleosome depleted (Fig. 3F) in *C. albicans* strains lacking Cbf1 where 38% of poly(G)s are located in NFRs than in WT strains (19% in NFRs). Indeed, poly(G) and poly(A) sequences of all lengths become more nucleosome depleted in the *C. albicans* cbf1Δ strain compared with the wild-type (Fig. 3G,H), while this was not the case in *S. cerevisiae* (Fig. 3I; Supplemental Fig. 1E). This observation is surprising, since poly(A) and GRF binding sites have been shown to cooperate in establishing NFRs at certain genes in *S. cerevisiae* (Lascaris et al. 2000; Raisner et al. 2005). This result supports our hypothesis (Fig. 1C) that the degree of global in vivo nucleosome occupancy of the intrinsic antinucleosomal G7 sequence is also affected by species-specific trans-regulators. The mechanistic basis for this antagonistic coupling between Cbf1 and polyGs is still unknown, since we find that they do not generally co-occur at the same promoters (Supplemental Fig. 2A), indicating that poly(G) coverage in wild-type cells does not result from Cbf1-mediated nucleosome sliding.

To test whether this tradeoff between GRFs and intrinsic antinucleosomal sequences is a general property of GRFs in other species, we analyzed nucleosome occupancy at poly(A) sequences using published maps in *S. cerevisiae* strains depleted for the GRFs Abf1, Reb1, and Rsc3 (Badis et al. 2008). Indeed, poly(A) sequences become more nucleosome depleted in all three GRF mutants when compared with wild-type strains (Fig. 4). As with Cbf1 and poly(G), this appears not to be a consequence of juxtaposed sites for the

**Figure 1.** Poly(G) is an intrinsic antinucleosomal sequence element. (A) Phylogeny of species included in this study (adapted from Wapinski et al. 2007). Whole-genome duplication (WGD) event is marked by the yellow star. Species names are colored to denote major phylogenetic groups. (B) Nucleosome occupancy over 7-mers. All 7-mer sequences (rows) with mean log2 occupancy < −0.75 (there are no 7-mers with occupancy ≤0.75) in at least one species (columns) are shown across all species for in vivo data (righthand 14 columns) (Tsankov et al. 2010; Weiner et al. 2010) and for in vitro reconstitution experiments (lefthand two columns) (Kaplan et al. 2008; Field et al. 2009). Sequences are clustered by their nucleosome occupancy profiles and specific clusters are marked on right. (Pink) depleted; (violet) occupied. (C) Data for 7-mers AAAAAAA and GGGGGGGG, as in B. (D) poly(G) sequences affect nucleosome depletion in vitro in a similar manner to poly(A) sequences. Shown is the average log2 nucleosome occupancy (y-axis) from in vitro reconstitution of *C. albicans* genomic DNA (Field et al. 2009) for poly(A) and poly(G) sequences of various lengths (x-axia). A (G) refers to poly(A) (poly(G)) sequences with mismatches (e.g., A0, no mismatches; A4, four mismatches). (F) Abundance and locations of poly(G) sequences in each species. (Top) Shown are values for sequences of strength 2 or greater (see Methods). (Gray) Positioned within intergenic region; (black) positioned within coding sequence (CDS). (Bottom) A phylogenetic reconstruction of evolutionary losses (lightning bolt) of abundance in poly(G) sequences along the phylogeny. (F) poly(G) elements are also nucleosome depleted in vivo in several yeast species. Shown are the mean in vivo log2 nucleosome occupancies (y-axis) for poly(G) sequences (no mismatches) of different lengths (x-axis) in several species. (G) Median NFR width in each species correlates with abundance of antinucleosomal tracts in its genome. Shown is the median NFR width (Tsankov et al. 2010) (x-axis) for each species (●) vs. the total number of poly(A) and poly(G) sequences of strength 2 or greater in that species (y-axis). Line represents the best linear fit. Species names are colored as in A.
GRF and poly(A)s, as we find that the majority of poly(A) sequences that become more nucleosome depleted in GRF mutants are located at promoters without sites for the GRF in question (Supplementary Fig. 2; data not shown). This suggests a general antagonistic relationship between GRFs and intrinsic antinucleosomal sequences, reminiscent of the homeostatic maintenance of a fixed amount of accessible DNA observed in histone H1 mutants (Woodcock et al. 2006).

**Predicted binding sites for novel GRFs**

We next explored the two PSSMs in *Y. lipolytica*, TATGCA/tA and AACCTt/aA, and the PSSM CACGAC in *C. albicans*, which are enriched in NFRs (>91%) (Fig. 2D,E). We have found no candidate binding protein for the *C. albicans* CACGAC motif (Fig. 2C). Conversely, we found that the two PSSMs in *Y. lipolytica* are similar to the known binding sites for *S. cerevisiae* proteins Phd1 (aTGCAtg) (Badis et al. 2010).

**Figure 2.** Identification of novel general regulatory factor (GRF) motifs. (A) Overview of GRF motif discovery approach. Nucleosome-depleted sequences are first classified as intrinsic (left) if they evict nucleosomes in vitro and in vivo, or as trans-regulated (right) if they evict nucleosomes more strongly in vivo. Trans-regulated nucleosome positioning sequences in each genome are then clustered based on similarity, aligned, and combined into a position specific scoring matrix (PSSM). Shown are the results for *S. cerevisiae*, where the algorithm outputs the known PSSMs of chromatin regulators Reb1 and Rsc3/30. (B–E) Predicted binding sites for GRFs in *C. albicans* (B, C), and *Y. lipolytica* (D, E). Shown are the sequence logos of the PSSMs (insets) for the sites learned by our approach from 7-mers depleted in each species. For *Y. lipolytica*, the names of *S. cerevisiae* proteins with similar sequence specificity are displayed. Each graph shows the average normalized nucleosome occupancy (left y-axis) in promoters with significant matches to the PSSM (black curve, aligned by a gene’s +1 nucleosome), as well as the location (gray bars) and number (right y-axis) of binding-site locations. As observed with GRFs in other species (Tsankov et al. 2010), these binding sites are almost entirely (>89%) NFR-localized. (F) Known Sap1 motif (Ghazvini et al. 1995) is identified as a GRF site in *S. pombe*. As in B–E but for *S. pombe* data.
Figure 3. Cbf1 acts as a GRF in *C. albicans*. (A) Nucleosome depletion at the Cbf1 binding site in *C. albicans* is not a result of respiratory growth or genomic organization. Mean nucleosome occupancy at Cbf1 sites (y-axis) is shown for the indicated conditions (Kaplan et al. 2008; Field et al. 2009) and species. (B) Cbf1 deletion in *C. albicans* increases nucleosome occupancy at Cbf1 motifs. (Left) Genes with significant matches to the Cbf1-binding site (black). (Right) Difference in nucleosome abundance at each gene in *C. albicans* (rows) between cbf1Δ and wild-type strains. Genes are aligned by the +1 nucleosome/NFR boundary (0, red arrow) and ranked from gain (top, yellow) to loss (bottom, blue) in nucleosome occupancy over their NFR. (C) Cbf1-binding sites are the only 7-mers with increased mean nucleosome occupancy in *C. albicans* cbf1Δ strains compared with wild type. Shown is the mean nucleosome occupancy (log2) for each 7-mer in the wild-type (x-axis) and the cbf1Δ strain (y-axis). Cbf1 binding sites are indicated as blue squares, poly(G) sequences as purple diamonds. (D) A si n, but for *S. cerevisiae*. (E) Increased nucleosome occupancy in CAGCGA Cbf1 sites in *C. albicans* cbf1Δ strains. Shown are mean nucleosome occupancy levels (log2, y-axis) for poly(G) (C) and poly(A) (H,I) sequences of different length (x-axis) in *C. albicans* (C,H) and *S. cerevisiae* (I) for wild-type (blue), in vitro (black), and cbf1Δ (red) experiments.
et al. 2008; Zhu et al. 2009) and Tbf1 (AACCCTAa), both of which have orthologs in Y. lipolytica (Wapinski et al. 2007). Notably, although Tbf1 has been associated with the regulation of ribosomal protein genes in Y. lipolytica and other species (Hogues et al. 2008; Lavoie et al. 2010) (e.g., C. albicans, D. hansenii, S. pombe), its binding site is specifically nucleosome depleted in Y. lipolytica (Fig. 1B), suggesting an additional function in this species as a GRF.

Sap1 is a trans-regulator of chromatin in S. pombe

The predicted PSSM in S. pombe (Fig. 2F) corresponds to the DNA-binding site for Switch Activating Protein 1 (Sap1), a protein involved in DNA replication and mating-type switching (Ghazvini et al. 1995). Although Sap1 is an important, well-studied DNA-binding protein in S. pombe, its possible role as a GRF has not been previously reported, although prior nucleosome mapping identified the 5mer TAACG (contained within the Sap1 PSSM) as nucleosome depleted in vivo (Lantermann et al. 2010).

We experimentally validated the role of Sap1 in nucleosome eviction by mapping nucleosomes in a sap1ts strain (Noguchi and Noguchi 2007) grown at a restrictive temperature (35°C). First, Sap1 sites are strongly enriched at those NFRs that become nucleosome occluded in a sap1ts strain compared with a wild-type strain grown at restrictive temperatures (Fig. 5A). Second, nucleosome occupancy at Sap1 binding sites increases by 150% in the sap1ts strain compared with wild-type (paired t-test \( P < 10^{-300} \)) (Fig. 5B), demonstrating Sap1’s role in nucleosome eviction in vivo. These results were neither affected by changes in the MNase digestion level, nor of the increased temperature used to inactivate the temperature-sensitive mutant (Supplemental Fig. 3A). Third, two of the three 5-mers that are substantially more occluded at the restrictive temperature in the sap1ts strain compared with wild-type correspond to different variants of the Sap1 half sites (TAACG and TAGCG) (Fig. 5C; Supplemental Fig. 3B). Interestingly, the third 5-mer is GGGGG, suggesting another coupling between poly(G)s and GRFs, but with an opposite behavior than that observed for Cbf1–poly(G) in C. albicans. Similar results are obtained when analyzing 7-mers (Supplemental Fig. 3C). Together, these results validate a causal role for the Sap1 protein in nucleosome eviction in vivo.

Discussion

Our study finds and validates remarkable plasticity in the intrinsic and trans determinants of nucleosome occupancy across species. We find that poly(G)s play a major role as global intrinsic antinucleosomal sequences in some species, and their effect has largely escaped attention in the literature due to their low abundance in the model organism S. cerevisiae. Poly(G) tracts were also nucleosome depleted in the nematode C. elegans (Supplemental Fig. 4A), suggesting that the intrinsic nucleosome depletion observed over poly(G)s extends to metazoans (Valouev et al. 2008).

Our combined experimental and computational approach provides a principled way to detect novel candidate GRFs (Supplemental Table 3) in any species based on that species’ genome and a nucleosome occupancy map. This approach is also applicable to metazoans, where we have uncovered a likely binding site for an
antinucleosomal GRF (Subirana and Messeguer 2010) in the nematode C. elegans (CGGCAAAT, Supplemental Fig. 4B). We experimentally validated several new GRFs that we predicted from our analyses. Most notably, we find that Cbf1 acts as a GRF through the CACGTG site (Fig. 3) in several pre-WGD species including C. albicans, but has largely lost this function in post-WGD species with the concurrent emergence of Reb1 as a GRF in these species. Inspection of protein sequences for orthologs with or without GRF activity yield no perfect correlates with GRF activity, although we note a strong trend for proteins with GRF activity to have low-complexity domains predicted to be “intrinsically disordered” (Fuxreiter et al. 2008), often rich in glutamine or asparagine.

What evolutionary pressures led to this coordinated change in GRF function from Cbf1 to Reb1? While many scenarios could affect the suite of transcription factors that function as GRFs, we note one interesting possibility here. Specifically, in S. cerevisiae, Cbf1 plays a role in sequence-directed establishment of the mononucleosomal point centromere. Conversely, species such as S. pombe and C. albicans have regional centromeres, consisting of longer stretches of multiple centromeric nucleosomes. While the nature of centromeres is not known for every species in this phylogeny, we note that most of the species where Cbf1 acts as a GRF use a regional centromere. Whatever the selective pressures that lead to the development of sequence-directed point centromeres (see Malik and Henikoff 2009), we imagine that the antinucleosomal effects of GRF activity could potentially be incompatible with the use of point centromeres for chromosome segregation, thus exerting pressure on Cbf1 to lose GRF activity.

We also discover that the well-studied protein Sap1 is the major trans-acting evictor of nucleosomes in S. pombe. This new role for Sap1 suggests that coupling of GRFs and mating loci regulation is a common feature in yeasts, separated by over a billion years of evolution. However, it is important to note that Abf1 in S. cerevisiae and Reb1 in K. lactis both play roles in the establishment of silencing at the mating loci, whereas Sap1’s role in S. pombe appears instead to be to activate mating type switching via its effects on DNA polymerase pausing (Ghavvini et al. 1995).

Future studies will be able to utilize orthologous proteins from those species whose GRF ensembles differ, to identify how related proteins can gain or lose the ability to evict nucleosomes. Together, our results demonstrate the evolutionary plasticity of the mapping from genomic sequence to chromatin architecture, and establish a toolbox for mechanistic dissection of GRF function.

Methods

Strains

We used the following wild-type strains in the study: Saccharomyces cerevisiae, BY4741, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Sigma1278b L5366,
Saccharomyces paradoxus, NRRL Y-17217, Saccharomyces mikatae, IFO1815, Saccharomyces bayanus, NRRL Y-11845, Candida glabrata, CLIB 138, Saccharomyces castellii, NRRL Y-12630, Kluyveromyces lactis, CLIB 209, Kluyveromyces waltii,NCYC 2644, Saccharomyces kluyv ResourceBundle, NRRL 12651, Debaryomyces Hansenii,NCYC 2572, Candida albicans, SC 5314, Yarrowia lipolytica, CLIB 89, and Schizosaccharomyces pombe, 972h.

We used the following mutant strains in the study: Candida albicans, CBF1M5A (Bitwas et al. 2003) (ΔcBF1::FRT/ΔcBF1::URA3), Schizosaccharomyces pombe sap1Δ (Noguchi and Noguchi 2007).

Growth conditions

S. cerevisiae and C. albicans cbf1Δ strains were grown in our rich medium with the following formulation: Yeast extract (1.5%), Peptone (1%), Dextrose (2%), SC Amino Acid mix (Sunrise Science) 2 g/liter, Adenine 100 mg/L, Tryptophan 100 mg/L, Uracil 100 mg/L. This medium was designed to mitigate differences in growth rates between species, and was used for the 12 species in Tsankov et al. (2010). For the Sap1 experiments, wild-type S. pombe strains were grown in YES at 30°C (Forsburg and Rhind 2006) and also at a restrictive temperature of 35°C. The sap1-ts strain was grown in YES at a permissive temperature of 25°C and a restrictive temperature of 35°C.

Preparation of nucleosomal DNA and Illumina sequencing

S. cerevisiae and C. albicans cbf1Δ strains were handled as previously described (Tsankov et al. 2010). For the Sap1 experiments in S. pombe, overnight cultures for each species were grown to mid-log phase (~OD 0.75) in 250 mL of medium. Nucleosomal DNA isolation was carried out as previously described (Lantermann et al. 2010) with the following slight modifications. Cells were spore-plated with zymolase and Novozym for 45 min. Mase digestion levels for all samples were uniformly chosen to contain a slightly visible trinucleosome band. Mononucleosomes were size selected on a gel and purified using BioRad Freeze-N-Squeeze tubes, followed by phenol-chloroform extraction. Selected DNA was prepared for sequencing using the standard Illumina protocol that includes blunt ending, adaptor ligation, PCR amplification, and final size selection plus gel purification (Shivaswamy et al. 2008; Tsankov et al. 2010; Weiner et al. 2010). Libraries were sequenced on an Illumina 1G Analyzer to generate 36-bp single-end reads.

Sequencing read alignment and data post-processing

As previously described (Tsankov et al. 2010), we used BLAT (Kent 2002) to map sequence reads from each experiment to the corresponding reference genome, keeping only reads that mapped to a unique location and allowing for up to four mismatches. Each uniquely mapped read was then extended to a length of 100 bp (extending by 147 bp does not affect our biological conclusions). To generate a genomic nucleosome occupancy landscape, we summed all extended reads covering each base pair. We then masked all repetitive regions along each track, defining repetitive regions as locations in the genome that cannot be uniquely defined by the length of a read (36 bp). Only the start position for the 36-bp repetitive region was masked on both the Watson and the Crick strand, indicating that we cannot identify nucleosome ends uniquely at that location in the genome. We also masked all regions of nucleosome occupancy greater than 10 times the mean occupancy to remove outlier effects that occur in places such as the tDNA locus. To normalize for sequencing depth for each genomic nucleosome track, we divided the occupancy at each location by the mean nucleosome occupancy per base pair. These normalized maps were used to generate the average nucleosome occupancy plots at gene promoters containing binding sites of different GRFs (Fig. 2).

Detection of nucleosome positions

To infer the location of nucleosomes from the data, we used a Parzen window approach similar to that previously described (Albert et al. 2007; Shivaswamy et al. 2008). Our modified approach (Tsankov et al. 2010) uses three parameters—the average DNA fragment length, the standard deviation of the Parzen window, and the maximum allowable overlap between nucleosomes. To estimate the mean DNA fragment length in each experiment, we shifted reads from one strand and then correlated them with the reads of the opposite strand. For each species, we observed a peak in the cross-correlation at a shift between 127 and 153 bp, which we used to estimate the mean DNA fragment length per experiment. We chose a standard deviation of the Parzen window of 30 bp for all species, since it closely matched the observed standard deviation around the cross-correlation peak of each experiment. Finally, we set the maximum allowable overlap between nucleosomes to 20 bp. We then shifted all read start locations by half of the mean DNA fragment length in the direction toward the dyad of the nucleosome they represent. Our approach places a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 30 bp at each read’s shifted locations. Summing all individual curves for all loci leads to a smoothed probability landscape of nucleosome occupancy. We next identify all peaks along the landscape, which represent nucleosome centers. The algorithm then places nucleosomes along the genome in the order of decreasing peak heights (greedy approach) and iteratively masks out these regions to prevent more than a 20 bp overlap between nucleosomes.

Finding 5’ and 3’ NFRs

As previously described (Tsankov et al. 2010), we define 5’ and 3’ nucleosome-free regions (NFRs) as the linker DNA of “significant length” closest to the 5’ and 3’ end of each gene, respectively. To find NFRs, we first created a nucleosome call landscape for each genome, normalized for sequencing depth in the same manner as the nucleosome occupancy maps (above). NFR boundaries were often obscured by very low occupancy nucleosome calls. We therefore removed all nucleosome calls with occupancy <40% of the average nucleosome occupancy from the map. We searched for 5’ or 3’ NFRs within 1000 bases upstream/downstream of the 5’ or 3’ end of each gene, truncated when neighboring ORFs overlapped this region. We then defined an NFR as the linker DNA longer than 60 bp closest to the 5’ or 3’ end of each gene. If no linker longer than 60 bp was found in this search, we defined the NFR as the first linker from the 5’ or 3’ end. Our method was highly predictive of transcription start sites (TSSs) in S. cerevisiae (Xu et al. 2009)—the NFR boundary closest to the 5’ end of the gene was able to predict 84% of TSSs within 50 bp. Linker lengths of 50 or 70 bp and occupancy thresholds of 30% or 50% produced highly similar results (data not shown).

N-mer analysis

Prior to analysis, we log2-transformed the normalized nucleosome occupancy data (data post-processing, above), subtracted the mean, and divided by the standard deviation. Hence, the global nucleosome occupancy data for each species is approximately normal with zero mean and unit variance. We also used the same procedure for processing published in vitro data (Kaplan et al. 2008). These log-normalized maps were also used to generate the average
nucleosome occupancy plots comparing wild-type and mutant strains for Cbf1 and Sap1, and for characterizing poly(As) and poly(Gs).

For each N-mer, we define the in vivo depletion score as the mean $-\log_2$ normalized nucleosome occupancy across all instances, and all instances of the reverse complement. We also defined the depletion score relative to in vitro as power 2 of the difference between the in vivo depletion scores in each species and the in vitro depletion scores in S. cerevisiae (also repeated for in vitro data from C. albicans) (Field et al. 2009). The analysis was done for $n = 5, 6, 7, \text{ and } 8$.

To quantify the variation of 7-mers across species, we first standardized the depletion scores to have a zero mean and unit variance per species. Histograms of 7-mer depletion scores for all species closely resembled a normal distribution (data not shown). We then measured the variance for each 7-mer across all 14 strains displayed in Figure 1B. For 14 random samples from independent and identically distributed (IID) normal distributions, a variance of <0.5 is expected to occur only 7% of the time. In contrast, we observed that 89% of 7-mers have a variance <0.5. To estimate the significance of this finding, we used a Binomial RV with the success rate parameter $\mu = 0.07$ and number of trials $n = 8192$ possible nonredundant 7-mers. To calculate a $P$-value, we measured the probability that 7254 7-mers (89%) or more had a variance of <0.5 by summing the right tail of the distribution that is $\approx 7254$ successes.

Characterizing poly(dAT) and poly(dCG) tracts

To annotate all poly(dAT) tracts in each species and determine their nucleosome repelling strength we used an approach similar to a previously described one (Field et al. 2008). For each species’ genome, we annotated all poly(A) or poly(T) tracts of length $L$ of 5 bp or more. We defined the depletion score for a tract of length $L$ as the mean of the $-\log_2$ normalized nucleosome occupancy across all instances of that length. This was calculated both using in vitro data from C. albicans (Field et al. 2009) and the in vivo data from each species. For long poly(dAT) tracts with very few occurrences in a given genome, we noticed variability in the depletion score, likely due to small sample size. To mitigate this problem, we fit a line for depletion scores versus $L$ using a weighted linear least squares fit with weights proportional to the number of occurrences. We iterated this procedure for all maximal poly(dAT) tracts with $k$ allowed mismatches, $k = 1, \ldots, 20$. The depletion score increases linearly with $L$ for tracts with different $k$, confirming that a linear fit is appropriate (Tsankov et al. 2010).

To aggregate all nonoverlapping poly(dAT) tracts within a given genome, we first discretized the strengths for each $L$. We define the fold depletion score of all tracts of length $L$ as power 2 of the depletion score. We then quantized all poly(dAT) tract fold depletion scores to the highest fold depletion level exceeding 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32. For example, a tract with a depletion score of 3.5 is $2^{3.5} = 11.3$-fold depleted in nucleosomes relative to average, and would be assigned a fold depletion score of 8. We next iterated over all poly(dAT) tracts with mismatches $k = 0, \ldots, 20$, replacing overlapping tracts only if the tract with more mismatches had a higher quantized fold depletion score. To annotate poly(dCG) tracts, we used the same approach as above, but now treating consecutive sequences of Cs andGs as homopolymeric tracts and other, interrupting nucleotides as mismatches.

Our technique makes three slight modifications to a previously published method (Field et al. 2008). First, we used in vitro data from C. albicans (Field et al. 2009), instead of in vivo data from S. cerevisiae, allowing us to more accurately estimate the intrinsic nucleosome repelling strength of poly(dAT) elements and to characterize the intrinsic antinucleosomal properties of poly(dCG) tracts, which are very rare in the S. cerevisiae genome. Second, we calculated nucleosome depletion in the log domain, since depletion scales log-linearly with the length $L$ of poly(dAT) tracts, and log-linear scaling allows us to estimate the in vitro depletion of rare homopolymers.

K-mer clustering and motif discovery

To discover GRF motifs in different species, we first restricted our search to all N-mers that had a depletion score relative to in vitro data that is greater than 2 (compared with both S. cerevisiae and C. albicans in vitro data). We also included the top 20 7-mers that passed this threshold. To construct PSSMs, we first calculated a similarity matrix between all possible pairs of these 7-mers. The similarity was measured using the dot product of the best possible ungapped alignment between two 7-mers, allowing for reverse complements. We defined the similarity between two 7-mers $x$ and $y$ as:

$$S(x, y) = M - \frac{1}{4} L,$$

where $L$ is the length of the alignment and $M$ is the number of matches. To group similar 7-mers, the similarity was then converted to a distance by subtracting $S(x, y)$ from the self-similarity, $S(x, x)$, as follows:

$$d(x, y) = S(x, x) - S(x, y).$$

The distances between all 7-mers were then clustered using average-linkage hierarchical clustering. For all species, we grouped subtrees of 7-mers into clusters by visual inspection, allowing for at most one alignment error or mismatch between the two most similar 7-mers in a cluster. Heuristically, a distance for cutting trees was around 2. Clusters of less than three elements were removed from consideration.

We then performed progressive multiple alignment for all 7-mers within each cluster. We used the NUC44 scoring matrix and computed the average score for two matched residues ($S_{av}$). Opening gaps within 7-mers was not allowed. Gaps flanking the 7-mers were penalized as $S_{av}/3$, as it produced a good tradeoff for penalizing mismatches between two residues versus one residue and a terminal gap.

To form PSSMs, letters in each position of the alignment were summed, weighted by their depletion score relative to in vitro. Therefore, 7-mers with a higher depletion score contributed more to the PSSM. To prevent overfitting, we inserted pseudocounts of 0.5 for each entry in the PSSM, equivalent to adding an extra, noninformational 7-mer with a depletion score relative to in vitro of 2.

Promoter TF motif scanning

Promoter sequences for each gene were defined as 1000 bases upstream, truncated when neighboring ORFs overlapped with this region. To find the location of binding sites for the new GRFs (in C. albicans, Y. lipolytica, S. pombe, and other species) we identified motif targets via the TestMOTIF software program (Barash et al. 2005) using a 3-order Markov background model estimated from the entire set of promoters per genome and the PSSMs for each candidate GRF (below). We considered all motif instances with a $P$-value <0.05 as significant, and limited the number of promoters with significant sites to the top 1000. This upper bound was chosen
to exceed the maximal number of promoters bound (866, P < 0.05) by any transcription factor in S. cerevisiae, as measured by ChIP–chip (Harbison et al. 2004).

Scoring motif occurrences in NFRs

To measure the affinity for GRF sites at NFRs of the wild-type and mutant strains, we conducted the following analysis (as previously described) (Tsankov et al. 2010). We represent each motif of length L by a position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM) P, or the probability distribution P(Sj-1, . . . , Sk), of that motif occurring over any sequence S1 . . . Sk. This is a standard approximation to a factors binding energy for sequence S1 . . . Sk. We also learned the 0th-order Markov background probability distribution B(Sj-1, . . . , Sk) for each sequence S1 . . . Sk, set to the frequency of the four nucleotides in the promoter regions of a given species. We calculate A(P, S), a motif’s affinity score for an NFR sequence S, by summing the contributions of P(S1, . . . , Sk)B(S1, . . . , Sk) over all allowable positions k in S as follows:

\[
A(P, S) = \sum_{S1 \ldots Sk} P(S1, \ldots , Sk) \sum_{j=1}^{L} p(Sj-1, j) / B(Sj-1, j)
\]

Here, b(Sj-1, j) is the background probability of the nucleotide Sj-1, and p(Sj-1, j) is the probability for nucleotide Sj-1 in position j of the motif’s PSSM. For the results in this study, we combined the contributions of both forward and reverse strands of each NFR. Also, normalizing the affinity by the length of each NFR sequence did not affect our results significantly.

Data access

Published nucleosome data for the 12 species in Tsankov et al. (2010) is available at the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo) under accession no. GSE21960. Nucleosome data for S. cerevisiae and C. albicans cbf1Δ mutants, and for S. pombe wild-type and sap1Δ strains, have been deposited at GEO, accession no. GSE8839.
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